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Editorial for the last “The Queensland Surveyor Journal” (To be replaced by Spatial 
Science Queensland Journal). 
June 2003 
 
By Robert Webb 
Surveying at QUT 
 
 
WELCOME TO THE JUNE 
edition and the last edition of The Queensland Surveyor journal as we know it in its 
current form. 
 
 
This Edition 
This edition features some material of interest derived from the wealth of acquired 
knowledge contained in The Queensland Surveyor newsletters; The Bulletin; 
Queensland Surveyors Bulletin; The Queensland Surveyor; and the current name of 
The Queensland Surveyor Journal. Bob Skitch has done a marvellous job of 
researching the history aspects for the changing fame and fortunes of the Qld 
Institution of Surveyors publication since it was first incorporated in 1900. As Bob 
mentions, the name itself of the bulletin/ newsletter/ journal has completed a full 
circle. The front cover image of this last Queensland Surveyor journal reflects the 
sampling of the cover designs, shapes and forms held in the institution archives. 
 
 
The feature article section also covers the excitingly new land XML concepts and 
presents an indepth case study of its application in the land development area, 
specifically civil engineering and surveying science. The usual industry reports are 
included to provide members with a catch-up of news from the various contributors. 
The media reading room also contains survey and mapping related media items and 
releases in the last 2-month period since publishing the last journal.  
 
Of special interest are the end notes or tailpiece bits and pieces gathered from The 
Queensland Surveyor archives. It seems that many of the publications concluded with 
a humorous tailpiece or endnotes (since 1988) relevant or not so relevant to members. 
 
 
The Future 
 
The creation of the new Spatial Sciences Institute (SSI) flags a modernisation of the 
printed communication of local issues, feature articles and general going ons! I am 
sure that the dissemination of material and information contained in a new combined 
publication will be more diverse and exciting for spatial science members.   
 
There will be the creation of a new editorial committee comprising foundation 
members of the various commissions and it is a high probability that commission 
directories will be included for the dissemination of specific information relating to 
those disciplines. 
 
When the new journal is created and editorial committee formed, then obviously it 
will be guided by the editorial committee and executive to determine the future 
directions, meridians and publishing details for the journal. 
 
Conclusion 
 
On behalf of the hard working editorial committee, I trust that members (and 
interested others) will have an informative and entertaining readings with the June 
edition of The Queensland Surveyor. 
 
The Queensland Surveyor journal has been seen as a valuable vehicle for that regular 
dissemination of information to members, and I trust it continues into the spatial 
sciences future. It must also be recognised that it has been a team effort in getting 
editions to print. I must thank Shane Simmons for all his efforts in sharing the role of 
honorary co-editor. Special recognition is also required for others whom have 
comprised the editorial committee, especially Jack de Lange and Meredith Scott-
McMahon. 
 
As a member of the editorial committee during 1998, when the term ‘bulletin’ was 
dropped from the title, and honorary co-editor from the start of 1999 til this last 
edition, I have thoroughly enjoyed making contributions to the surveying profession 
of Queensland. The task has been a challenging one and certainly a time consuming 
endeavour over the years in getting these editions to print and encouraging the 
dissemination of diverse information to members. 
 
In conclusion, signing off on the last The Queensland Surveyor Journal. 
